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For a better experience, we recommend using another browser. Learn more Facebook Email or
phone Password Forgotten account. Sign Up Notice You must log in to continue. Log in to Facebook
Log In Forgotten account. Got a question about your new air gun. Feel free to print any of these
manuals for your personal use. You may not distribute printed or electronic copies of these manuals
without Pyramyd Airs express written consent. Need to order gun parts. Check the schematics to
identify the right part. CO2 tank, Scoped AirForce Condor CO2, 20oz. CO2 tank, Scoped AirForce
Condor CO2, Incl adapter, 12oz. CO2 tank AirForce Condor CO2, Incl adapter, 20oz. CO2 tank
AirForce Talon CO2, 20oz. CO2 tank AirForce Talon CO2, Incl adapter, 12oz. CO2 tank AirForce
Talon CO2, Incl adapter, 20oz. CO2 tank AirForce Talon PCP Rifle AirForce Talon SS CO2, 12oz.
CO2 Tank, Scoped AirForce Talon SS CO2, 20oz. CO2 Tank AirForce Talon SS CO2, Adapter, 12oz.
AGD Benjamin Trail NP2 Air Rifle, Black Benjamin Trail NP2 Air Rifle, Scope, Wood Stock Benjamin
Trail NP2 Air Rifle, Wood Stock Benjamin Trail NP2 Air Rifle, Wood Stock, Combo Benjamin Trail
NP2 Rifle, Camo, Combo Benjamin Trail NP2 Rifle, Camo, Combo. Remove Em with This. Mil Reticle,
0.1 MIL, 30mm Tube Athlon Optics 4.527x50 Midas BTR Tactical Rifle Scope, Ill. Mil Reticle, 30mm
Tube Athlon Optics 624x50 Argos BTR Tactical Rifle Scope, FFP Ill. APMR Reticle, 0.1 MIL, 30mm
Tube ATN ATN 1.255x ThOR 4 384x288 4th Gen.Scope ShoeBox Compressor Freedom F10 ShoeBox
Electric Air Compressor, Max 4500 PSI Freedom8 ShoeBox Electric Air Compressor, Max 4500 PSI
Shooting Chrony Shooting Chrony LED Lamps, 2ct Sightmark Photon RT 4.5x42s Digital Night
Vision Riflescope Sportsmatch UK Ltd. Our emails are filled with new products, deals, sneak peeks,
tips and tricks, contests and more sign up today. Airgun safety is no accident. You must be 18 years
or older to buy any air gun or air rifle in our store.http://tornsif.com/82-70-pinsetter-manual.xml

bsa ultra multishot owners manual, bsa ultra multishot owners manual pdf, bsa ultra
multishot owners manual download, bsa ultra multishot owners manual 2017, bsa
ultra multishot owners manual free.

Customer Support FAQ Bullseye Bucks Articles Manuals Schematics Contact Us Dealers Shopping
Services Featured Products New Items Track Order Track Gift Card View Shopping Cart Gift eCards
Catalog Confident Shopping About Us Privacy Policy Terms of Use Online Accessibility Airgun Guide
Airgun Hunting laws by state Contact Us Pyramyd Air 5135 Naiman Parkway Solon, OH 44139
Phone 8882624867 Fax 12168960896 Home Manufacturers Affiliate Program Airgun Blog Airsoft
Blog Airgun Resources American Airgunner Careers at PA Airgun Safety PyramydAir.com uses
cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to browse the site, you
are agreeing to our use of cookies. You can find out more about how we use them here. All Rights
Reserved. All other designated trademarks, copyrights, and brands are the property of their
respective owners. Shopping Cart Items Checkout Subtotal USD Does not include shipping and tax
TOP Click here for details. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.Widely used for both sport and hunting it has
proven itself to be both accurate and reliable. It is an unregulated, pneumatic powered air gun
available in both.177 and.22 calibres and with a choice of either single shot or multishot. It is one of
the cheapest PCP air rifles available in the market. It was designed by BSA designer John Bowkett.It
comes equipped with scope mounts and silencer. Stocks in Beech and Walnut available as is a black
synthetic stock. It is designed to be a lightweight stalking gun used for hunting vermin like rats and
pigeons in cramped areas. It provides a twostage, adjustable, match grade trigger which can be
adjusted to provide a light pull weight. It has a manual safety to avoid accidental discharge.The
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MMC is operated by means of a plunger at the fore end of the stock. In the UK, it is also available in
FAC versions requiring a firearms
licence.http://futurestradingnepal.com/cmsimages/82-mitsubishi-tv-manual.xml

Therefore, pellet speeds vary according to the pressure of the cylinder. The Ultra is equipped with a
small cylinder, thereby providing very low shot count compared to other pneumatic rifles. The lower
shot count in.177 is because.177 pellets travel at higher speeds than.22 and hence more charge is
required to power them. It is now possible to get aftermarket pressure regulators fitted to Ultras
which give up to 100 full power 12 ft pound on one charge.This uses the BSA standard 10shot rotary
magazine. The MMC system allows the shooter to reload the rifle without taking the eyes or the rifle
off target, thereby allowing the shooter quick followup shots.Separate after market fitments for
regulators and bigger cylinders are available. The MMC action also did not enable the shooter to
keep on target as the switch to release the probe was under the nose, then the probe would come
out in a position behind the shooters ear. Then the probe would have to be pressed in if using a
multishot not allowed when engaged in target shooting competitions or a pellet rolled into the
breech, then the MMC would have to be pulled back, lifting the barrel. Also, if the shooter wanted a
bipod the best way was to put it on backwards so that the legs when folded point towards the
trigger.The twostage multishot system MMC has been replaced with a traditional bolt action
assembly that increases the reload speed, and makes fitting and using a bipod considerably easier
due to the removal of the front plunger style cocking system. The factory fitted sound moderator has
been replaced with a muzzle brake. The safety has been moved from the right to left hand side so as
to not interfere with the bolt action. A pressure gauge is now present on the underneath of the stock,
which enables the user to see how much charge is in the rifle.By using this site, you agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. You can remove the unavailable items now or well automatically
remove it at Checkout.

I was also able to tune my fathers PCP airgun which got me extra bonus points when he told his
mates down the air gun club that his son serviced his gun, he was proud lol. Hes 82. We appreciate
your feedback. Well publish them on our site once weve reviewed them. Kate Mildenhall went the
distance to research. View all posts. As such, BSA has a reputation in the gun manufacturing world
as being one of the market leaders. BSA air rifles are suitable for all levels, including beginners,
since they are designed with expert craftsmanship and precision at their forefront. Browse
Guntraders huge collection of new and second hand BSA air rifles today. We have many models,
including the very popular Meteor air rifle, which is designed for hunting, plinking and firearm
training. Other BSA air rifles for sale on our marketplace include BSA Scorpion, Airsporter, Polaris,
Hornet, Lightning and more. I bought this new from the Countryman in Derby. Very light use. In
excellent Condition a compact light weight short barrel hunter rifle. New scope mounted Hawke
4x16x50 IR scope.No open sights, Fitted with a 4 x 40 Woodwork has been refinished in the past to
enhance it.It has a hawk vantage 6X24X50 scope on low profile sport match mounts.Complete with
rare rear sight.Open sights fitted and hunter 4 x 20 Any gun can be transferred to your local Rfd Ask
their permission first! for a 20 fee. Needs some TLC. Front clasp for undelever needs replacing. This
is the Regulated bull barrel version. Comes with case. 1 mag, moderator but not probe Missing rear
sight and front sight blade all shoots ok and strong nice rifle when done GD serial no 1950s any
questions ask. Will post uk only. For 10.tracked. It is fitted with a Hawke Sport HD 39x40 Md IR
riflescope.It comes with 2 x 10 shot mags, Buffalo River Bipod not fitted fill valve and hard case.
Reason for sale, I have too many rifles and its not being used. All applications approved online within
minutes.

Comes with a swiss arms carrier, hawke eclipse 416 x 50 scope, deben tilt bipod, moderator and
custom tactical sling. Not included is the fill probe.Just visable is the etching on the cylinder No
splits in the stock or woodworm. Shoots very well All for a measly 65 ! Can post if required I have
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had this Ratworks tuned less than 3 months ago along with the full shroud so whisper quiet and
running at max power and shot capacity.Made in 1933 As this gun is pre 1939 it can be delivered
directly to your home for 20 Please upgrade your browser or activate Google Chrome Frame to
improve your experience. Name Email Address Opt in Opt in Please tick this box to join are mailing
list, to receive our latest offers and updates. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak
periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn more See the sellers listing for full details. Find out more about your
rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab.
Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location.
Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. All Rights Reserved.
User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.

If like me you like your guns black then I think you will agree that the BSA R10 SE Tactical Black
Stock with all of the accessories in black is a beautiful thing indeed. Not only does it look fantastic
but this pre charged PCP multi shot air rifle will out perform many of its competitors. Made in
Birmingham the R10 is the flag ship rifle of the word famous BSA factory. The unique hammer
forged barrel combined with the high performance regulator and two stage match trigger will give
you a shooting experience that is bound to please even the most discerning of shooters. We will also
mount the scope, zero it and test the power to make sure that when you receive it that your air rifle
is performing as best it can possible be. We will also include a full days shooting on our air rifle
shooting range located at our gun shop in Berkhamsted Hertfordshire. Our highly trained staff will
be more then happy to show you exactly how to get the most from your R10. T shirt printing
services. Laser Engraving Services. Retrosheep.com offers a wide range of laser engraving products
and services from single pieces of jewellery to custom made personalised gifts. We can work with
your own images to create beautiful custom products be it an image of your great grandmother or
your favourite pet. Custom Laser Engraving Notify me of new posts via email. To find out more,
including how to control cookies, see here. Please note that the price of this item may change
depending on the current price charged by our suppliers.Please note that the price of this item may
change depending on the current price charged by our suppliers. Mat Manning reviews the BSA
Ultra SE airgun. Skip navigation. On test BSA Ultra SE BASCtwo. Loading. Shop with confidence.
R10 All models Inc. Ultra All models Inc. SE tactical etc. Works in ALL BSA Multishot Rifles without.
Products You May Like.BSA Ultra SE Multishot air rifle Precharged pneumatic 10rd repeater 8 rds
in.25 caliber Boltaction,.

Some readers will know that I flirted with a BSA Ultra. BSA R10 MK2 PCP Air Rifle, Walnut Stock.
Air rifles. High velocity air guns by Be. Discussion in Anything Airgun Related started by battman,
Jun 17, 2015.This baby rocks! The small dimension makes it easy to conceal. Who needs a Bullpup.
American Tactical Nova Liberty PCP Air Rifle Review.22 Caliber. Modifications to the BSA Ultra
Tactical Carbine family By Tench Regulators for the BSA Ultra and. Ive recently bought a blue
printed r10 and the little Ultra. Air Rifles All. Bagnall and Kirkwood are one of the North East’s. BSA
Ultra SE Multishot Tactical Air. They use highquality materials to create these pieces perfect for a
variety of uses. Buy now PCP Air Rifles BSA. Best price, Best Brands ArmsGamo,Weihrauch,FX
Airguns,Cometa,Norica,Air Arms,Kalibrgun.MundilarAirguns and Optics. The BSA Ultra SE Black
Tactical air rifle is the baby of the. Write Your Own Review. How do you. Be the first to write a
review. American Tactical Nova Liberty PCP Air Rifle Review.22 Caliber. Air Gun Review Gate



Moderators. My original plan was to get a BSA Ultra but the increased shotcount of SE and the bolt
action. The single shot model is ideal for pest control, but especially so when used from a confined
hide or when shooting from a 4X4 vehicle. Its also just the ticket for younger shooters, who might
find a fulllength rifle, or even a conventional carbine a little cumbersome. Me, well I just love em, as
theyre compact and pointable, but not too light to be skittish whilst on aim. I find some small, light
air rifles to be great as far as carrying them around is concerned, but a real pain to keep still when
shooting, as theres not enough heft to keep them still. Other shooters swear by them, so its horses
for courses I guess. The two stage cocking and loading is also something you either love or hate too,
and once again its to my liking.

The bolt is opened via a small catch on the right hand side of the breechblock, which allows the
springloaded pellet probe to move rearwards. A pellet is then placed in the loading trough in the
conventional way, and the probe pushed forward with the thumb. Even though theres one up the
spout, the action isnt cocked until the Micro Movement plunger, positioned in front of the forend, is
pushed back. This action was originally used on the BSA Hornet, but as it was a conventionally sized
carbine, and later a rifle the forward hand has to be moved from its position on the forend to make
the rifle ready. I wasnt bothered by this, as I simply slid my hand forward, cocked the action, and
then returned it to where it was. The 10 shot magazine from the Super 10 was later incorporated
into the Hornets action, but once again; the leading hand had to be placed rather unnaturally at the
tip of the forend, or moved to cock the action. It is therefore possible to load and cock this little gem,
without moving either hand from the stock. The photo of the action removed from the stock shows
clearly how the cocking knob is connected to the twin steel rods, which in turn impinge on the
hammer during the cocking process. The BSA ten shot magazine has had a bit of a redesign lately,
but youd be hard pressed to tell, as outwardly the old and new look identical. However, those in the
know assure me that the new internal components will enhance reliability and longevity. Pellets are
loaded one at a time into the internal cylinder, which is rotated against spring pressure, to reveal
another waiting chamber. This process is repeated until all ten are full. With the probe rearward, the
clip is slotted into the left hand side of the breach block, and retained by a sliding catch, located in
front of the left hand side of the breechblock. As the pellet probe is pushed forward, a pellet is
stripped from a chamber in the magazine, and fed directly into the hammerforged barrel.

When the action is cocked via the cocking knob, a small steel pin moves up and presses on the
release catch in the magazine; this allows the internal magazine wheel to rotate the next time the
pellet probe springs back. This may all sound a little complicated, but trust me, its not. In use, its a
sweet action, just different to what most people are used to. The tried and tested, twostage trigger
unit has been retained, and its a precise mechanism, that can be set to give a very light release
should that be required. This is fine for range use, but for use in the field, a heavier pull is to be
recommended, especially if you suffer from buck fever. The safety catch is also identical to previous
models, and can be set and reset as required, by thumbing it backward for safe, forward for fire.
Compared to when I tested the first Ultra, the beech stock has had a bit of a make over. The pistol
grip isnt quite as upright as before, but is still comfortable to hold, and a groove runs up the rear for
those that use a thumb up hold. The belly of the forend is now deeper, which reminds me of the old
Weihrauch HW35 furniture, and fills the hand nicely. The scopeheight cheekpiece now has a sort of
double curve at the bottom, which is both attractive and distinctive. The butt is finished off with the
usual ventilated rubber pad, which has the BSA logo moulded into it. Chequering is now laser cut,
which is a feature found on a lot of airguns these days, and its a welcome addition on the Ultra
Multishot too. Panels adorn both sides of the forend and grip, with the BSA piled arms motif etched
into the base, which was first seen on the Lightning XL spring piston rifle. The plus side of this is
that shot count goes up a bit from 40 to 45 per fill. Half of the unit comes back round the barrel, in a
similar way to many fullbore models, but it doesnt increase capacity as the latter do.



The end result is that although the trademark discharge of a pre charged pneumatic is reduced, its
hardly tamed. It must be a bit of a dilemma for the designers keep the package compact, but
compromise moderation; or increase moderation to the detriment of size. Potential purchasers will
have to decide which way they go, but when you consider that most vermin species tackled with an
air rifle end up dead, do they really care how noisy the gun was that just put their lights out. Also,
the pellet striking the head of a rat or rabbit makes quite a thud, and even when using the quietest
of airguns, the mates of a fallen comrade often scarper at the sound of the pellet hitting home, and
the fact hes flipping around on the ground for a while despite the fact hes dead. As the silencer is
included in the price along with a set of quality mounts its up to the buyer to upgrade or not. The
combo was kept safe and secure in a BSA Backpack rifle case. The black woven nylon exterior is well
made, and has accessory pockets on one side, that can be used to carry buddy bottles, silencers etc,
and theres a large zipped section that could carry target cards, shooting permission letter etc.
Conventional handles are stitched to the case, but there are extra straps included that allow the user
to carry it on their back like a rucksack.Twin Orings form an airtight seal as soon as the divers bottle
valve is opened, with 200 bar being the required pressure. Over the chronograph, the results were
impressive, with very little shot to shot variation over the sweet spot in the power curve. Ragged
onehole groups at 30 yards are pretty much industry standard these days for air rifles, so I wasnt at
all surprised by the groups I achieved. I had to help get rid of a quantity of rats on a local farm, so
once Id worked out where they were appearing from, and the ranges involved, I settled on a 15 yard
zero.

Shooting them at such short ranges may sound easy, but when theyre darting about from one piece
of cover to another, at quite remarkable speeds, its challenging sport. They just refused to stop still
for long, even with some tasty treats provided as bait. I managed to shoot a few on each evening
visit though, so their numbers are gradually being reduced, but I think Ill be kept busy over the
coming weeks. I could therefore have extra illumination at the press of a button, and a red laser dot
to pinpoint the rats if required. With the pressure switch for the torch fixed to the forend, and the
one for the laser under my thumb, it was possible to zap the rats as soon as they stood still. The light
produced by the unit seemed a bit too bright, as it seemed to startle the quarry as soon as I switched
it on, so I reduced it a bit by scribbling on the lens with a marker pen. The Ultras action cycled
faultlessly, but could be a bit noisy in the enclosed spaces I was using it. However, I found that if you
slow the opening of the pellet probe with your thumb, it quietens things a treat. Many shooters still
think multishots are for fast fire shooting; as far as Im concerned, this is incorrect; as what they
really give you is the ability to load and fire with ease, even in the dark, with a quick back up shot
should it be required. Controlling vermin with an air rifle is still about one shot, one kill; not blasting
away as fast as you can. The newstyle furniture is well designed, and compliments the wellbuilt,
reliable action. The twostage cocking and loading may not be to everyones taste, but trust me, you
soon get used to it; and once youre accustomed to it, it becomes second nature. The only downside
to this airgun is the standard silencer, but you get it as part of the package, so you can upgrade to
something more efficient if you wish.

Air rifles dont get much more compact than this, so if you need one thats compact and punches
above its weight, the Ultra Multishot is just the thing. Well done BSA. Had a couple of jamming
issues but later found out it was more me than the rifle duh. Just spent weekend with my son hatsan
at4410 user and between us we cleared just over 170 rats on the farm. Bsa yet again have brought
another rifle onto the market witch does as it says on the tin. If you set this rifle up correctly she will
make you grin time and time again, Over all 10 out of 10 bsa, compact, light weight, powerfull, cost
freindly, easy to us and a dam attractive rifle to have. P.s for those who dont have night vision, GET
IT. Soft popping noise and have shot a dozen rats so far. Easy to use and can stand for 10 mins
holding it to aim is so lightweight. Perfect for my needs. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Please take the time to read them; it



will only take a couple of minutes of your time. By doing so, you lessen the chance of incurring the
wrath of the moderation team or making yourself look foolish to other members. 90% of users
posting adverts in the Sales forums need to be reminded to read the rules as their posts are wrong.
This is unnecessarily timeconsuming and will no longer happen if your advert doesnt follow the Sales
Rules it will be deleted and youll have to start all over again. To close this box once youve read it
and the Rules, click on the X in the top righthand corner. Thank you. AGF Staff Even if this is just
your ownClick the X in the toprighthand corner to dismiss this notice. Every single As many of you
are aware there are a handful of individuals amongst this membership that persist in making
provocative, inflammatory, racist and otherwise offensive comments. This has been happening
across the forum to a certain degree but is most especially prevalent in the Adult section.

As a result much of this behaviour has gone unnoticed unless it has been reported to us. This
behaviour is, and always has been against Forum Rules as well as the specific stipulations of the
Adults forum and it will no longer be tolerated. We feel its time to draw a line in the sand and as
such from this point onward offenders will receive an immediate and permanent ban from the forum.
You should all receive a copy of this message by PM. To close this message box, click on the X in the
toprighthand corner. Unless you can setup a safe sender you will not get activation emails from the
forum. Please use an alternative provider or complain to Hotmail. Hotmail addresses include. We
don’t want to read about these topics either. IMPORTANT The discussion of politics and religion is
no longer allowed anywhere on the forum including the Adult section. The only exception is if its
airgun related they must be put in the Airgun Related Politics section. We will not tolerate bullying
or personal attacks, racism or any other offensive isms.We will not hesitate to ban offenders. To
clear this text box, click on the X in the top righthand corner. Also if you damage your rifle whilst
following these instructions please post pics so I can snigger like a schoolboy!!! Right, first things
first!! Remove your scope and the stock, Stock is secured by a single allen bolt just forward of the
trigger guard Takes some wiggling!!! Then remove it, whilst keeping a tight hold of both the breach
block and the cylinder underneath, theres a small spring and ball bearing that will go piiiiiiiiing.
Click to expand. Click to expand. Anyone planning to do one for the single shot MMC versionAnyone
planning to do one for the single shot MMC version. Click to expand. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. This gun is very unique in its operation and is very
accurate.

The BSA Ultra came in many variations and this version came with a slightly longer pressure tube
than what you see pictured. Also this gun did not come regulated from the factory and a HUMA
regulator was installed. Now I had this gun prior to HUMA offering a reg for it. With such a small
pressure tube, the regulator made a big difference. The gun came with a 10 shot metal magazine, fill
probe, small package of moly lube, 2 replacement orings for the probe, instruction manual and a
media dvd. The newest model BSA magazines have a plastic rotor versus the older metal rotor
magazine. The newer magazine rotors work great and I like the plastic rotor because they reduce
the wear on the pellet probe oring as it cycles in the magazine and also reduces the chance of
damaging the pellet. The new magazines have not failed me yet. The gun I chose came with a beech
wood stock with nice checkering and laser etched BSA logo. I quickly replaced it with a synthetic
tactical stock that is very solid and durable as soon as I got my hands on one nearly a year later. The
finish is not shiny and has a texture that does not feel slippery. Anyone familiar with these stocks
know the detail BSA went into to make it a winner. The stock has a swell in the palm grip to fill in
the space and make the gun more comfortable and stable to shoot. The newer tactical stocks are all
ambidextrous, but the earlier stocks were either left hand or right hand. The older ones also had a
nice thumb scoop, which I prefer. The new stocks do not have thumb scoops, but feel good
nonetheless. The wood stock has a metal trigger guard while the tactical stocks have a molded in
plastic guard. The trigger blade is made of metal and is two stage adjustable. These triggers can be
set very light and have a crisp clean break. Rowan Engineering makes a replacement trigger that



has even more adjustability to fit every shooter’s needs. The gun is cocked by pushing a plunger in
the front of the stock towards the buttstock.

But that’s not all! In order for the gun to shoot a pellet, you must also flick a small finger lever to
release the spring operatedplunger style pellet probe. Once the lever is released the probe pops
backwards allowing the magazine to cycle under spring tension to the next pellet. Once the
magazine has presented a new pellet for loading, the user must push the plunger forward to move
the pellet into the very famously accurate hammer forged barrel. BSA makes their barrels in house
using a hammer forging from machines that are used for their military and sporting rifles. They
claim 35,000 hammer blows to form this barrel. The hammer forging process also forms a natural
choke in the barrel. This is what I think provides a consistently accurate barrel making process.
Anyway, the action has a manual safety catch, which should be set to the fire position when the
owner is prepared to shoot the target. The action has an 11mm dovetail scope mount. No other
sights or mounting options are included. For the purpose of this write up I decided to slap on a
cheap scope and mounts made by Barska. The pressure tube can be filled to 232 bar. This model gun
did not come with a factory pressure gauge, I added this gauge which was made by TENCH in the
UK. Since I added the regulator I have no problem bumping that up to 250 bar. That’s less than 20
bar difference from the manufacturer’s recommendations. As a rule of thumb, it is ALWAYS safer to
use a fill pressure according to the factory manual. As I mention before this pressure cylinder is
slightly smaller than the one that came with this gun, but the original wasn’t long either. The BSA
sportsman, Hornet, and Gamo Dynamax shared the same action, but with longer pressure tubes,
barrels, and stocks. In the following pictures you will see three of the different actions I have
acquired over the years which basically use the same principle operation of the MMC system.


